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Meet The Fords

Our values are more than just words. They represent 
the ethos that runs throughout everything we do. 
They define our company culture and guide our 
creative work. As a potential client, know that these 
are the expectations put on our team and output.

Our Values

Client List A Dinosaur

Hello.
Thank you for your interest in FML. How may we direct your call?
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We specialize in content creation, social media strategy, 
community management and analytics. If we say we 
can do it, we mean it. We’re not just another ‘yes’ 
agency here to sop up every ounce of your budget, 
regardless of capabilities and expertise.

Our mission is why we exist. We created FML because 
we wanted to work with the brands we love, share 
their unique stories, and develop sincere 
relationships with their audience.

Our founders are established content creators, former 
marketing professionals, and awarded figures within 
the cocktail and spirits industry. Their unique 
background and unparalleled experience directs FML.

Here you will find an up-to-date list of clients we 
either currently work with or have previously 
engaged in a creative relationship. We love our 
clients and are quite proud of the names listed.

Yes, really. His name is Rex Pompadour and he’s a 
valuable member of our team. You should probably 
check him out. Don’t worry, he doesn’t bite.



“ …to make meaningful connections 
to the stories worth telling. 

                                                     ”

Ford Media Lab’s mission is simple. We exist to…
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Our Values. 
We take pride in creating things that people love, served with a side of secret sauce. We work hard and enjoy the process. We like to 
shake things up. We’re perpetually on the search for trends and better ways to engage. We have crystals on our desks and light a little 
Palo Santo every morning. We nourish our creativity with Sugarfina gummies, slime, toy dinosaurs, and craft projects. Most of all, we 
strive to always achieve the win-win-win: the state of bliss where the client, agency, and consumer all benefit from the relationship. 
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FML Value /  
No. 1

FML Value /  
No. 2

FML Value /  
No. 3

FML Value /  
No. 4

FML Value /  
No. 5

Do it right.
Disrupt the 
       status quo.

Create epic shit. Over-deliver.

Win - Win - Win.

FML Value /  
No. 6

FML Value /  
No. 7

FML Value / 
No. 8

Eyes wide open.

Good vibes only.

Play everyday.



Interested in outside-the-box storytelling?  
Let’s talk: info@fordmedialab.com 

Content Creation 
Photography. Cinemagraphs. GIFs. Animated Videos. We specialize in product and lifestyle 
content for social media. With years spent making cocktails professionally, we have the 
unique capability to create authentic content that is attractive and compelling – on-set, 
on-the-fly, or against a white background. Whatever you may need. 

Social Media Strategy 
We are a full-service social media agency with a tailored approach, unique insights, insider 
knowledge and proven results. Our social media philosophy begins with your brand 
strategy, which is used to determine: color tones, layout, style, context, and voice. Also 
looking to partner, engage with, or feature industry influencers? We’ve got the inside track 
through our personal network of top talent. 

Community Management 
Need regularly scheduled content across all social platforms? We’ve got you. Through 
targeted engagement, following and consumer interaction, we’ll also build your 
community, brand interest and loyalty. With prompt and thoughtful responses to 
consumers who engage on social channels, we’ll personify your brand. 

Analytics 
We use top social media management and analytical tools. We can provide a deep-dive 
into your monthly content performance alongside your competitive set. Going beyond the 
numbers, we’ll make on-going recommendations based upon the results. 
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100% Fresh and  
       Organic Content! 

FML can create anywhere from 0-100% of your content 

• Our work is always high-resolution, shot at 42MP 

• All content goes through professional post-production and is delivered to you sparkling 

• All content includes full usage rights. You are free to use it as you like! 

FML can also work with existing assets or hunt down user generated content 

• Those dusty brand assets not quite matching your new strategy? We can try to revitalize 

them to match our assets. 

• We can also edit and tone UGC to better match your brand’s discerning taste. 

We love brand activations! Why not maximize your dollars spent? Full-time clients gain access 
to our content creation capabilities at your carefully curated events. Where better to capture 
authentic brand moments for social? 

• Optional travel to relevant brand events and activations at additional cost 

• Proofs provided to brand immediately following event for internal use 

• Finalized content can live wherever you want to put it
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A visual difference you can taste.



“ The key to a brand’s success 
on social media is authentic personification 

and lifestyle integration. 

                                                   ”
-Rachel Ford, President
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Rachel Ford, President 
(Instagram: @rachel4d) 

After attending OTIS College of Art and Design, Rachel earned a degree in Business, merging her 
creative talents with a keen understanding of brand marketing and strategy. Following an impressive 
career as an award-winning mixologist, Rachel went on to represent Tanqueray Gin as the National 
Ambassador, demonstrating unparalleled influence and strategic vision during her nearly five years in 
the role. Her inimitable story-telling ability served as a basis for FML's expansion into creative brand 
consulting, digital strategy and execution. After developing her own unique voice on Instagram, Rachel 
became aware of the gaps in the traditional marketing model when speaking to the infamous 
millennial generation. Today, she helps give an authentic – and often disruptive – voice to the spirit 
brands that entrust FML.  Rachel has appeared on Bar Rescue and is a member of the National 
Association of Women Business Owners. 

Kyle Ford, Creative Director 
(Instagram: @kyle4d) 

Kyle is an acclaimed commercial and editorial photographer based in Brooklyn. His signature hi-fi/lo-fi 
approach to photography produces inimitable images, prized for capturing the weight of a fleeting 
moment. He can usually be found with either his Sony A7RIII or Polaroid SX-70 in hand. After 
graduating cum laude with a degree in Economics and Philosophy, Kyle began his professional life in 
finance as a Certified Financial Planner™ professional. Creative energies eventually prompted him to 
quit his job and pursue his passion for craft cocktails and photography, earning high accolades for 
both. For five years, he served as the resident cocktail and spirits expert for the international spirits 
company Rémy Cointreau, while also managing their trade advocacy program, Collectif 1806. During 
this time, his strategic use of social media and photography inspired a business idea. The combination 
of these two worlds served as a basis for the formation of FML and its first creative collaborations within 
the corporate world.  Kyle’s work and personality have been featured such places as VH1, Fox & Friends, 
Wall Street Journal, Vogue, Saveur, Wine Enthusiast, and Nylon Magazine.

Meet the Fords
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https://www.instagram.com/rachel4d/
https://www.instagram.com/kyle4d/
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Our Bibulous Clients
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rawr!



Ford Media Lab is the premier content and social media agency 
for spirits brands with a story to tell. 

We are experts in the industry, because we were born from the 
industry. That means we know what your audience wants to see. 

Specializing in cocktails and spirits, FML is led by two former 
award-winning mixologists, turned acclaimed brand ambassadors 

and marketing professionals, turned lifestyle influencers and 
content creators. With this unique experience and unparalleled 
expertise, we create opportunities for brands to connect with 

consumers in a way that few have mastered. 

We approach social media marketing from a human perspective; if 
your brand were a person, what would be their unique voice? Let 

us help you answer that question, stir up your content, and change 
the way others see your brand. 
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